Pineal Code
New Zealand Organic Glandular Sarcodes
Concentrated Homeopathic Tincture 60 mL

Physica Energetics

Indications:
- Geopathic Stress
- Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
- Closed Head Injuries
- Scar Tissue
- Early Onset Puberty / Sexual
- Balance Neurotransmitters
- Sleep Issues
- Cardiac
- Old Gouty Conditions
- Emotional Shock & Trauma
- Depression
- Fluoride Toxicity

Directions:
4 dropperFULLS under tongue once a day anytime for 2 bottles. Repeat for prevention help once a year for 1 bottle.

Please consult with your Health Practitioner at all times before taking supplementation.

Ingredients:
Pineal 6C
Arun Metallicum 5C, 7C,15C, 30C, 7LM
Berberis Vulgaris 3C
Calcarea Flourica 12X

In Greek, the term ‘Sarcode’ means fleshy. Sarcodes imply protoplasm of animals, as distinguished from vegetable protoplasm. In homeopathy, some of the Sarcodes are proved medicines. They are obtained from healthy endocrine or ductless glands, or from normal secretions of living human organs and lower animals. The secretions are mostly hormones. As such, they are gainfully employed as homeopathic support and correction of the indicated substance through the provision of the correct oscillatory signature of what a healthy, well functioning gland or secretion should be. A strategic blend of X, C and LM potencies are present in the 60 mL cobalt blue bottle (protects the remedy) for this purpose, as are accompanying “classical homeopathic” remedies.

Long considered vestigial in humans the structure, which is also called the pineal body or the epiphysis, is also present in most vertebrates. The pineal gland is located near to the centre of the brain, between the two hemispheres, tucked in a groove where the two rounded thalamic bodies join. It is a small organ shaped like a pine cone (hence its name). Unlike much of the rest of the brain structures, the pineal gland is not isolated from the body by the blood-brain barrier system. It is a midline structure, and is often seen in plain skull X-rays, as it is often calcified. It was the last endocrine gland to have its function discovered.

The pineal is a light sensitive endocrine gland (comprised mostly of retinal tissue with striations of crystalline granular structures), recognized today as producing the hormone melatonin. Melatonin is important in functions related to sleep and immunity. It is involved in many of the body’s regulatory functions and biorhythms, the diurnal sleep/wake cycle as well as seasonal patterns and the body’s biological clock.

Light exposure to the retina is first relayed to the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus, an area of the brain well known to coordinate biological clock signals. Fibres from the hypothalamus descend to the spinal cord and ultimately project to the superior cervical ganglia, from which post-ganglionic neurons ascend back to the pineal gland. In this way, the pineal is similar to the adrenal medulla in the sense that it transduces signals from the sympathetic nervous system into a hormonal signal.

The pineal gland is in close connection with the hypothalamus and its functions relating to hunger, thirst and sexual desire. The pineal gland typically tends to become calcified due to age and damage as well as becoming an area of fluoride deposition in the body.

Long considered vestigial in humans the structure, which is also called the pineal body or the epiphysis, is also present in most vertebrates. The pineal gland is located near to the centre of the brain, between the two hemispheres, tucked in a groove where the two rounded thalamic bodies join. It is a small organ shaped like a pine cone (hence its name). Unlike much of the rest of the brain structures, the pineal gland is not isolated from the body by the blood-brain barrier system. It is a midline structure, and is often seen in plain skull X-rays, as it is often calcified. It was the last endocrine gland to have its function discovered.

The pineal gland may be affected by factors such as emotional shock and trauma, closed head injuries, structural damage, infections, Dysbiosis, nutritional deficiencies and electromagnetic fields.

Homeopathically speaking, “rubrics” relate the pineal to a lack of connection to one’s life purpose or an over cultivation of the intellect at the expense of one’s intuitive faculties.

The pineal has a role in the timing of the onset of puberty. It also appears to contain the highest concentration of fluoride in the body. Fluoride is associated with depressed pineal melatonin synthesis by early onset puberty and accelerated onset of sexual maturation.

Ingredients:
Pineal 6C
Arun Metallicum 5C, 7C,15C, 30C, 7LM
Berberis Vulgaris 3C
Calcarea Flourica 12X

Disclaimer. Commentary is not meant to diagnose, treat or replace conventional treatment, and has not been approved or reviewed by the FDA, Health Canada, BMS, European Union Health Commission, South and Central American regulation agencies etc.
Pineal Code

Materia Medica

**Pineal 6C** - Sarcode of healthy pineal tissue to help direct neuro-transmitters, dissolve scar tissue, open the case for bioenergetic testing, re-establish “upward” energetic connections as the prime receptor for the Vital Force. "The higher frequencies permeate the lower".

**Aurum metallicum 5C, 7C, 15C, 30C, 7LM** - Aurum metallicum derives its name from the Latin for “shining dawn”, while the phonetically similar “Aor” is Hebrew for “light”; the glorious colour of the light as the sun rises after the dark of night as if in a solid, metallic form. The early morning is often associated with freshness, purity and so gold, as a "noble metal" remains pure and aloof from other earthly matter, often found in a pure state in the natural environment. Gold, unchanging and uncorrupted by its surroundings has long been held as a symbol for noble superiority, royalty and spiritual enlightenment.

In Alchemy and Jungian psychology, there is the association of Gold and the sun, with Silver as its bride, representing the moon. Indeed, gold is often found blended or alongside silver in nature. The sun often represents the heart.

In the balance of masculine and feminine within the self, gold represents the masculine, yang, left-brained logical rational principle, balanced by the feminine, receptive, yin, intuitive silver. We also see the sun associated with kingship, as is gold. The planets of our solar system were born of the sun and all life on earth depends on its radiant life-energy. This puts the sun in a role of leadership, nurturing and responsibility. Some traditions intuit from this that a gold remedy might address the heart of rational, logical, sun-kings as well as shadow sun-kings. The Aurum potabile of Paracelsus was said to be above all, a tonic for the heart.

Aurum has great affinities with the heart, liver and bones as well as the central nervous system. It is a prominent remedy for the treatment of heart conditions and the deep bone pains of rheumatoid arthritis. Infertility can result from their self-reproach staunching of the flow of generative energies. Its symptoms are mostly right sided, reflecting the left-brain dominance of the character.

**Boerriece**: feeling of self-condemnation and utter worthlessness. Profound despondency with thorough disgust of life, and thoughts of suicide. Peevish and vehement at least contradictions.

**Morrison**: no connection to life, existing in a dark and isolated void. A joyless existence. Overly serious and polished individual with abnormal focus on career and achievement. Ailments from grief or disappointed love, ailments after business reversals and humiliation.

**Calcarea fluorata 12X** - Sclerosis of the vascular system. Diseases of old age in which the elastic fibres are replaced by connective tissue and infiltration. Any sclerotic process. Old wound scars. Destruction and sclerosis of tissues. Fibromas, calcifications.

Physical and mental instability, indecision, hesitation. Doubt of self, incapable of making decisions. Depressed, dejected. Lack of a point of reference, outside the norms, out of rhythm. Destruction and sclerosis. Calcification of the pineal gland is associated with fluoride deposition. After half a century of the prophylactic use of fluorides in dentistry, we now know that fluoride readily accumulates in the human pineal gland.

**Berberis vulgaris 3C** - Berberis vulgaris chiefly acts on urinary system. There is constant urge to urinate with a sensation as if some urine remained after urinating with burning pain in bladder. Bladder is irritable but urine is slow to flow. Urine is greenish, bloody with mucus and jelly like sediment. Frequent urge and burning pain even when not urinating. Berberis vulgaris is also useful in renal colic due to stone in the kidney. Pain in left renal angle starting from left kidney to ureter, then to urinary bladder and coming down to urethra. Pain is associated with numbness, burning and soreness in the kidney region. In acute condition the urine is bloody, greenish with thick slimy mucus and jelly like sediment. In chronic condition urine is dark, turbid with copious sedimentation. Pain is worse on movement or motion.

Berberis vulgaris is also indicated in liver and gall bladder troubles. Stitching pain in the liver and gall bladder region, shooting up to the left shoulder which is worse on pressure. It is also helpful in gall stone colic when there is short, sudden, stabbing and puncturing type of pain. The pain is shooting, tearing, burning and wandering from one side to another. Gall-stone colic is associated with jaundice. Stools are white, bile less and clay coloured.

Old gouty constitutions.

Dissolves sclerosis in kidneys secondary to mercury toxicity.

Helps clear blockages and sclerosis of the conduits in the body such as kidney tubules, ureters, eustachian tubes, fallopian tubes, common bile duct, etc.

Classical Rubric: Sense of duty and mission. Strong sense of honour. Desire to be of service to humanity. When they lose their feeling of life purpose or mission, they end up melancholic. Depressive mood, melancholy, lack of confidence. Anxiety of conscience. Remorse about not being worthy of his place in society. Wounded honour. Distress. Ailments from grief and disappointed love. Loss of position or property. Following humiliation. Ambivalence between material and spiritual.

We use low potententized botanicals, tissue salts and 6C sarcoeds, which are at the perfect homeopathic balance point between encouragement and regulation. (Typically 4C and 5C homeopathic potencies are used for stimulatory effects; 7C is used for regulating the organ or tissue and 9C as inhibitory).
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